













BY  THE  RUBY  COLOUR  OF  COLLOIDAL  GOLD  4HE  OBJECTIVE  OF  HIS 
INVESTIGATIONS  WAS  TO  EXAMINE  THE  INTERACTION  OF  LIGHT  WITH 
METAL  PARTICLES  BUT MUCH  OF  THIS  PAPER  FOCUSED  ON  VARIOUS 
ASPECTS OF THE FORMATION NATURE AND PROPERTIES OF RUBY GOLD 








4HE  WORK  DESCRIBED  IN  &ARADAY´S  LECTURE  ½TTED  INTO  HIS 
INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE RELATIONS BETWEEN MATTER AND ELECTRICAL 




THE  HUMAN  MIND  THE  UNDULATORY  THEORY  OF  LIGHT¨²  4HE 
ACTION OF  LIGHT ON PARTICLES WHICH ARE  SMALL  COMPARED WITH 
THE WAVELENGTH  OF  LIGHT  SHOULD  PRODUCE  INTERESTING  RESULTS 







!  TYPICAL  PREPARATION  USED  AN  AQUEOUS  SOLUTION  OF  A  GOLD 
COMPOUND  EG  .A!U#L  AND  TREATED  THIS  WITH  A  REDUCING 
SOLUTION SUCH AS PHOSPHORUS IN CARBON DISUL½DE IN A TWO PHASE 














" (UNT  	  AND  *OHN 4URKEVICH  	 -OGERMAN POINTS  OUT 
THAT  THE  TITLE  FOR  &ARADAY´S    PAPER  DOES  NOT  DO  FULL 
JUSTICE TO ITS CONTENTS BUT AS USUAL &ARADAY HAD VERY BROAD 
OBJECTIVES  IN MIND AND HE WAS CLEARLY  FASCINATED WITH  THE 





&  3CHyNBEIN  OF  "ASLE  HE  WROTE  ±)  HAVE  BEEN  OCCUPYING 
MYSELF  WITH  GOLD  THIS  SUMMER  )  DID  NOT  FEEL  HEADSTRONG 













"REDIG´S  ARC  METHOD  FOR  ITS  PREPARATION  THE  INVENTION  BY 
:SIGMONDY  OF  THE  SLIT  ULTRAMICROSCOPE  -IE  PROVIDING  A 
THEORETICAL  EXPLANATION  FOR  THE  COLOUR  OF  COLLOIDAL  GOLD 











COLLOID  STUDIES  WITH  THE  ELECTRON MICROSCOPE  WAS  COLLOIDAL 
GOLD  (OWEVER  IT  IS  A  POOR  CATALYST  FOR  THE  TWO  STANDARD 
REACTIONS  DECOMPOSITION  OF  HYDROGEN  PEROXIDE  IN  SOLUTION 
AND THE HYDROGENATION OF ETHYLENE IN THE GAS PHASE 0LATINUM 
IS  HOWEVER  AN  OUTSTANDING  CATALYST  FOR  BOTH  OF  THESE 
REACTIONS²  "ULK  AND  NANOPARTICLE  PLATINUM  SHOW  MANY 
SIMILARITIES CATALYTICALLY BUT THE NANOPARTICULATE SIZE OF GOLD 
LEADS  TO  IT  HAVING  VERY  DIFFERENT  CATALYTIC  PROPERTIES  FROM 
BULK GOLD  	 )F &ARADAY HAD LIVED IN THE TH CENTURY HIS 
INNOVATIVE  THINKING MIGHT  HAVE  LED  HIM  TO  BE  A  PIONEER  IN 
CATALYSIS BY GOLD 
&ARADAY WAS  INTERESTED  IN A WIDE  SPECTRUM OF  SCIENTI½C 
PHENOMENA AND MADE SIGNI½CANT INNOVATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS 
TO ½ELDS AS WIDE APART AS ELECTROMAGNETIC INDUCTION 	 
AND  THE  DISCOVERY  OF  BENZENE  	  (IS  APPROACH  WAS 
THAT  OF  A  SELFEFFACING  SKILLED  EXPERIMENTALIST  WHO  MADE 
EPOCHMAKING DEDUCTIONS  NOT  INVOLVING  EQUATIONS  OF  ANY 
SORT  4HE  FULL  SIGNI½CANCE  OF  RUBY  GOLD  IS  ONLY  NOW  BEING 
RECOGNISED  IN  THE  PROLIFERATION  OF  PUBLICATIONS  RELATED  TO 
GOLD  NANOTECHNOLOGY  )T  IS  THEREFORE  APPROPRIATE  ON  'OLD 
"ULLETIN´S  RUBY  ANNIVERSARY  AND  THE  TH  ANNIVERSARY  OF 
&ARADAY´S  LECTURE TO GIVE FULL RECOGNITION TO HIS  INSIGHT AND 
FORESIGHT  IN  PERFORMING  THE  KEY  PIONEERING  STEPS  TOWARDS 
THE INTRODUCTION TO THE ½ELD OF GOLD NANOTECHNOLOGY WHICH 




$AVID  4HOMPSON  HAS  MORE  THAN 
  YEARS  EXPERIENCE  IN  PRECIOUS  METAL 
CATALYSIS  INCLUDING  ALMOST    IN  )#) 
AND  *OHNSON  -ATTHEY  AND  FOR  THE  LAST 
  HE  HAS  BEEN  MONITORING  AND 
ENCOURAGING PARTICIPATION IN THE EXCITING 
NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN THE NANOTECHNOLOGY 
OF  GOLD  ESPECIALLY  ITS  APPLICATIONS  IN  CATALYSIS  (E  IS  A 
CONSULTANT TO 0ROJECT !U4%+ -INTEK 3OUTH !FRICA	 AND 7ORLD 






PUBLICATION  BY  #ASSIUS  IT  HAD  BEEN  SUCCESSFULLY  USED  TO 
PRODUCE A BEAUTIFUL RUBY GLASS 	 AND THE COMPOSITION OF 
THE  ,YCURGUS  #UP  OF  2OMAN  TIMES  IS  DESCRIBED  IN  AN 
ACCOMPANYING  ARTICLE  	  %GYPTIAN MANUSCRIPTS  FROM  THE 
'RECO2OMAN ERA MAKE REFERENCE TO THE RED COLOUR WHICH 
GOLD CAN  IMPART  TO GLASS 0ARACELSUS KNEW OF  IT  IN THE ½RST 





PRODUCED  SOMETIMES  WITH  THE  HELP  OF  ³LIQUOR  OF  ¾INTS´ 
POTASSIUM SILICATE	 'LAUBER IN  WAS PROBABLY THE ½RST 
TO DISCOVER THAT BY ADDING TIN OXIDE TO THE GOLD A RUBY COLOUR 
COULD  BE  PRODUCED  AND  AROUND    IT WAS  USED  FOR  THE 
MANUFACTURE OF RUBY GLASS IN A FACTORY AT 0OTSDAM (OWEVER 
IT  SUBSEQUENTLY  BECAME  KNOWN  AS  ³0URPLE  OF  #ASSIUS´  AS 
DESCRIBED  BY $R  #ASSIUS  IN  A  BOOK  ENTITLED  ³$E  !URO´  AND 
























     4HE ,YCURGUS #UP   ¯! 2OMAN .ANOTECHNOLOGY ) &REESTONE . -EEKS - 
3AX AND # (IGGITT 'OLD "ULL    
     #ATALYSIS BY 'OLD '# "OND # ,OUIS AND $4 4HOMPSON )MPERIAL #OLLEGE 




0ETER  %DWARDS  5NIVERSITY  OF  /XFORD	  AND  3IR  *OHN  -EURIG 
4HOMAS  5NIVERSITY  OF  #AMBRIDGE	  AND  PROVISION  OF  OTHER 
RELEVANT  PAPERS  AND  COMMENTS  BY  $R  #HRISTOPHER  #ORTI 
#ONSULTANT TO 7ORLD 'OLD #OUNCIL AND %DITOR OF 'OLD "ULLETIN 
2EFERENCES
     %XPERIMENTAL 2ELATIONS OF 'OLD  AND /THER -ETALS	  TO ,IGHT - &ARADAY 
0HILOS 4RANS 2 3OC ,ONDON   
     'OLD IN A -ETALLIC $IVIDED 3TATE ¯  FROM &ARADAY TO 0RESENT$AY .ANOSCIENCE 
00 %DWARDS AND *- 4HOMAS !NGEW #HEM )NT %D   
